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Introduction



IPRO 344 Overview

•Our Sponsor-Pentair Water
•Pentair is a global leader in providing innovative products 

and systems used worldwide in the movement, treatment, 

storage and enjoyment of water.

•Other IPRO’s
•No previous IPRO‟s

•IPRO 345-Condensation Collection

•Team Moto
•“Problems cannot be solved at the same level of 

awareness that created them." Albert Einstein



Statement of the Problem:

The availability of water is a global problem.  Over 

20% of the worlds population does not have access 

to safe drinking water.

Global Rainwater Availability

American family uses about 45,000 gals. For  

gardening alone per  year

On average 70% of the drinkable water used 

everyday is used to water the lawn and washing 

cars and other  uses that do  not require clean water



Goal of the Project:

The intention of this IPRO team is to develop a more

innovative system which could become the catalyst

for the implementation of many more rainwater

harvesting systems in the urban and rural

residences on a mass scale, specifically within the

United States.



Team Development



Organization of the Team:



Division of Tasks and Team Work Ethic

-Cohesive group that was hard working and 

worked well while collaborating

-Most tasks tackled by atleast two people

-Work divided into two stages

Design Phase: 
- consideration of alternative materials 

- consideration of alternative sizes 

- cost comparisons between different 

iterations 

- create drawings,3D model, and renderings 

- build and test prototype

Marketing Phase: 
- determine target market

- hand out surveys and document the 

results 

- provide statistical data to support reasons 

for product 

- advertise product and capabilities



Team Gantt Chart



Project Work



Research 

-Initial internet based searches
-Phone calls to manufacturers of similar products
-Periodicals/ Journals

Research findings
-The average American’s use of water outdoors accounts 
for 35% of their total annual usage

-Equivalent to 44,590 gallons per year
-There are many rainwater harvesting products currently 
on the market

-Most are costly and visually unattractive



Walking on Water Concept:
-Individual pavers or paving slabs which allow 

water to pass through them

-Pavers or slabs sit on top of catchment devices

-Water can be stored to be used at a future time

Prototype

Schematic Design 

Schematic Plan and Section Initial Prototype



Visit to Pentair/Conference Call to Australia

Recommendations from Australian office
-Sell our product to homebuilders and landscapers because the mass 

market does not have a „need‟ to buy our product. There is no drought 

in the US and water is cheap.

-After some time (3years) we can try and sell it at Home Depot but they 

strongly recommend that we don‟t start out that way.  

Pentair Visit

The Group took a trip out to one of Pentair‟s facilities in Wisconsin 

and met with representative.

-The group learned Pentair‟s expectations.

-Got feedback on the initial design

-established lines of connection and received thumbs up on 

progress of the group.



Prototype



Prototype



Prototype: Installation



Prototype: Networked System



•Amounts of rainwater 

collected per module
•10 inches of water per year:

24” x 24” x 10” = 5760 cubic in

5760 cubic inches/ 1728 

cubic inches/ cubic foot =

3.3 cubic feet

3.3 cubic feet x 7.48 ga/ cubic foot

= 24.684 ga

•25 ga of rainwater collected per

module every year in an area that 

receives 10 in of rainfall per year

•20 in = 50 ga/module

•30 in = 75 ga/module

•40 in = 100 ga/module

•50 in = 125 ga/ module

Prototype: Performance Specs 

•W.O.W. Module Specs
•Dimension of Cistern:

length: 2‟-0”

width: 2‟-0”

depth: 0‟-6”

•Total Volume: 2 cubic feet

1 cubic foot of water = 7.5 ga

1 module = 15 ga of water

•To water 800 sqft of garden:

800 sqft x .5 ga/sqft = 400 ga required

400 ga/ 15 ga per module ~ 27 modules

27 modules (2‟-0” x 2‟-0” surface area) = 

108 sqft of module

•One module of 15 gallons waters >30 sqft of garden

OR

•Ratio area approximately 1:8 (e.g. 4 sqft of module

accomodates ~ 32sqft of garden)



Marketing: Plan

• Introduction/Middle Marketing-
• Targeting Middle Market merchants like Ace Hardware 

and Hardware Hank.

• WHY?

• They require less product for shelf life, and it serves as 
a field test for popularity of the product.

• The plan is to create the desire in the public with 
advertisements and information, then point them to 
the merchant.



Marketing: Plan

Possible Partner Channels

•Homebuilders 
•Landscaping

•Valley Crest Landscaping company
•Contracting Companies

•Bachtel Contracting company









Marketing: Surveys

Conducted  written surveys
-Received aprox. 100 responses

-Trying to gain an insight to why rainwater -

harvesting hasn‟t caught on.

-Questions asked were also geared towards 

developing a marketing plan

Do you plan on “going green” in 
the foreseeable future?

Are you aware that roughly 1/5th of the world’s 
population is suffering from chronic water shortages 

and the need of water will continue to increase?

Are you aware of rainwater 
harvesting/ collecting?

Did you know you can save 
money by collecting and using 

rainwater?

Do you personally know anyone 
who collects rainwater?

Rain is usually held in a cistern, 
would you want that container 

exposed or buried?

Do you have access to a gutter system?

If you are a renter of a property would you 
utilize a rainwater collection product in which 
your landlord or building owner implemented 

it in your building?



Marketing: Package Design



Achievements and Challenges



What major obstacles did we encounter?

- design process / execution
- material considerations

- filter / filter fabric

- filter box assemblies (parameters)

- rainwater run-off

- connectivity of modular units

- flexibility

- structural integrity of the assembly

- material

- molding (recycled plastic materials)

- extruded plastic forms

-creating a public interest and desire for a product 

of this nature
- marketing strategy

-cost / affordability



What did we accomplish this semester?

-Group met with Pentair/established a relationship

-Created an innovative rainwater system

-Field tested the prototype

-Created Marketing Plan

-Made a major step towards solving 

solving the water usage issue/

-Set the tone and paved a way for 

future IPRO’s



Next Steps For Future IPRO‟s



What‟s next?

-Research costs
-Meet again with Pentair and look into and begin targeting middle market vendors like an 
Ace Hardware, or other stores that are not main stream suppliers to implement field 
tests for the product.
-Continue to research the topic of rainwater harvesting and systems that exist, because 
with rapid advances in technology a new innovation could surface that could help the 
product.



Needs / Questions/ Requests


